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Synopsis 
It is 1927 and the beloved Crawleys and their 
intrepid staff prepare for the most important 
moment of their lives. A royal visit from King 
George and Queen Mary will unleash scandal, 
romance and intrigue that will leave the future of 
Downton hanging in the balance. 

The real history that Inspired the film (from 
Time magazine) 
The Royal Visit to Downton 
There is a long history of British monarchs visiting 
aristocratic families’ country homes. In the 16th 
century, Elizabeth I would make the rounds in the 
countryside on tours known as the royal progress. 
These visits became less frequent over time, as 
they were very expensive, but they didn’t 
disappear entirely. 

Although a composite of different royal visits, 
screenwriter Julian Fellowes has said that the visit 
in Downton Abbey is partly based on King George 
V and Queen Mary’s July 1912 visit to Wentworth 
Woodhouse, one of the largest estates in Europe; 
the scene of the ball is shot there in the film. The 
royals enjoyed the country house visit custom, as 
George loved to go shooting. The biggest haul 
was on Dec. 18, 1913, when the King and his 
hunting party shot 3,937 pheasants, three 
partridges, four rabbits and one unknown animal 
classified as “other.” 

Experts tell Time that the monarchs’ household 
staff probably wouldn’t totally replace the 
household staff of home owners, but a handful of 
the staff would likely come along. Queen Mary 
would usually travel with a footman, a page, two 
dressers, two chauffeurs, one lady-in-waiting, a 
maid for her lady-in-waiting and a detective. 

Princess Mary’s Marriage 
The 1922 marriage of George V’s only daughter, 
the Princess Royal, Mary, to Viscount Henry 
Lascelles, later the Sixth Earl of Harewood, was 
the first royal wedding to be covered in Vogue. 
The magazine described Mary as “a fairy Princess 
with Youth, Beauty and Happiness as her 
attendants.” Lascelles was considered especially 
desirable as he had inherited a fortune of £2.5 
million (about £155 million today) from his great-
uncle, the Marquess of Clanricarde. 

The film depicts Mary thinking about leaving 
Viscount Lascelles.  Princess Mary was known for 

being warm, and was much beloved, especially for 
sending World War I troops care packages filled 
with tobacco, a pipe, cigarettes and a lighter in a 
brass box with a picture of her face. But Lascelles 
had a very different reputation. Liz Trubridge, one 
of the Downton Abbey producers, says the 
filmmakers were working with longtime rumours 
that Lascelles suffered from shell shock as a result 
of serving during World War I. 

The state of Downton Abbey 
Beyond the royal fuss, the film returns to a central 
question of the original television show: how a 
place like Downton Abbey might fit into the modern 
era. As Mary Crawley (Michelle Dockery) asks 
Violet Crawley, the Dowager Countess of 
Grantham (Maggie Smith), in the film, “Are we 
right to keep it all going, when the world it was 
built for is fading with every day that passes?” 

At that time, there was greater class 
consciousness in the UK than before WWI; the 
working classes were growing increasingly vocal, 
as exemplified by the 1926 General Strike.  After 
working in modern factories during the war, many 
women preferred such jobs to going back into 
service. By 1930, there was a real problem in 
getting domestic staff for a house like Downton 
Abbey.  In addition, aristocrats’ estates like 
Downton were being heavily taxed, and 
inheritance tax was high, so by 1927 these houses 
were becoming more expensive to run. Many 
homes that couldn’t be maintained were 
demolished; some estimates say more than 1,000 
were demolished in the 20th century. 

What the critics said (extracts) 
Peter Bradshaw - The Guardian 
Basically, the plots are rickety and the 
characterisation has the depth of a Franklin Mint 
plate, but there are some funny moments, as well 
as sad and sombre moments. The film closes on a 
rousingly reactionary and entertainingly 
preposterous big-up for the country house culture. 
It is at all times ridiculous, but, I have to admit, 
quite enjoyable. 

Clarisse Loughrey - Independent 
Downton Abbey is so frightened that genuine 
introspection might spoil the fun that it feels about 
as weightless as the silk pillows the Crawleys lay 
their perfectly coiffed heads on each night.  

Jeannette Catsoulis - New York Times 
Back to the past; from its spectacularly detailed 
aesthetic to the characters’ march down well-
worn personality paths, the movie argues 
insistently for the status quo.
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